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CURRENT WATER-RELATED ISSUES IN PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY

The William Penn Foundation’s Environment & Communities program uses an integrated

grantmaking approach to enhance the sustainability of the region’s ecosystems and older

communities. The program seeks to foster greater cross-sector collaborations that build on the

assets of the region through revitalization of its urban core and protection and restoration of

watersheds, with a focus on key waterways. The Environment & Communities program makes

investments intended to catalyze innovation and leadership in our region.

From 2005 through 2009, the William Penn Foundation awarded a total of 66 grants totaling

more than $14 million through its water policy priority. Through this priority, the Foundation

supported advocacy for reforms to state water policies and regulations and promoted innovative

local projects to demonstrate new practices and policy approaches. Grantmaking was generally

oriented toward issues where land use and water concerns intersected, including stormwater

policy and practice and drinking water for Philadelphia region.

In October 2009, ConservationStrategy LLC was hired by the William Penn Foundation to advise

us on the development of a cohesive water policy agenda and a strategy for change in our bi-state

region (Pennsylvania and New Jersey). This engagement included an analysis of water policy

issues and stakeholders in Pennsylvania and New Jersey and a review of other funders’

approaches to water policy issues and resulted in the report “Recommendations for Developing a

Focused Water Policy Agenda.”

The following information has been excerpted with permission from “Recommendations for

Developing a Focused Water Policy Agenda” (January 20, 2010) (prepared for the William Penn

Foundation by ConservationStrategy LLC). The recommendations and observations in this report

do not necessarily represent the views of any of the interviewees or of the staff of the William

Penn Foundation.

Methodology

Research for this project began with preliminary identification of current water-related issues in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. These issues were identified based on a review of grant reports and

documentary materials provided by William Penn Foundation staff; a comprehensive review of the web
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sites of all Water Resources Program grantees; on-line searches of web sites maintained by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection, New Jersey

Department of Environmental Protection, Delaware River Basin Commission, Partnership for the

Delaware Estuary, and the New Jersey Pinelands Commission; and on-line searches of environmental

trade publications.

In consultation with William Penn Foundation staff, a list of interviewees and an outline of interview

topics were prepared. The interviewees included former and current federal, state and local government

officials; national and state leaders of environmental groups; and foundation staff from regionally-

oriented, water resources-focused funders from around the U.S. The foundation interviewees were

selected to provide a representative set of “peer” funders whose experience could provide useful examples

of best practices.

Often, interviewees identified additional reports and other documentary information. These materials

were collected and reviewed.
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Assuring the success of Philadelphia’s Green City Clean Waters plan

Philadelphia has developed one of the most innovative “green infrastructure” approaches to stormwater

management in the United States. Most other cities view these approaches as interesting-but-ancillary

experiments. With its Green City Clean Waters plan,i Philadelphia has proposed a comprehensive and

systematic green infrastructure approach as the core of its compliance strategy to meet fundamental

requirements of the federal Clean Water Act. Understandably, it is receiving careful scrutiny by the

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

But, it also faces strong institutional biases and bureaucratic inertia favoring “gray” infrastructure

solutions.

These regulatory decisions on Philadelphia’s proposal will set an important national precedent for how

fast and how far green infrastructure strategies are deployed across the U.S. As important, the success of

this plan is central to the vision of Philadelphia as a sustainable city and to its national positioning as the

“Next Great City.”

Beyond the short-term question of regulatory approvals, this plan faces daunting financing challenges. Its

implementation will require vigilant and sustained oversight by government officials and participation by

citizen activists throughout the city. It will require state-level policy leadership to assure coordinated

watershed planning and management “upstream” of the City. And the plan will need to be adapted “on the

fly” based on experience to incorporate new learning and to meet unforeseen difficulties.

Most important, an educated and mobilized constituency will be required to provide ongoing public

support and to assure that elected officials remain supportive – in Philadelphia and adjoining jurisdictions

and in the Governor’s office, state legislature and congressional delegation.

*************************************************************************************
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Green Infrastructure and Urban Stormwater Management

Knowledgeable observers at the national, state and local level widely recognize the opportunities

associated with deploying “green infrastructure”ii for urban water resource management, especially to

remedy stormwater pollution and combined sewer overflows (“CSO”). Aging infrastructure and

increasingly strict federal policies require that older cities like Philadelphia make substantial investments

in infrastructure in the near future. At the same time, the development and acceptance – at least in theory

– of green infrastructure approaches has advanced considerably. As a former EPA Regional Administrator

observed, a “critical mass” has formed in support of the emergence of green infrastructure just as

traditional “gray” infrastructure of wastewater pipes and treatment plants requires replacement,

transforming it from being a “boutique issue” to “top of mind” for decision makers and “where it’s at for

the next decade” in terms of Clean Water Act implementation.

Stormwater management gets to the heart of the land-water interface, as it requires changing land use

practices in order to retain, manage and cleanse stormwater, producing significant water quantity and

quality benefits. It requires that government agencies and stakeholders break down bureaucratic silos and

work across jurisdictional boundaries. An experienced Pennsylvania environmental leader noted that

stormwater has “amazing traction as an issue to get people involved,” since it is not just a technical

engineering issue and it “allows people to make a difference in ways that weren’t apparent before.”

Green infrastructure approaches yield community benefits beyond water quality improvements,iii making

them, in the words of a national environmental group leader, “the lowest hanging fruit in CSO

communities.” The large investments required to remediate CSOs and manage urban stormwater may as
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well be spent in ways that transform the community and generate a suite of non-water quality-related

benefits. The prospect of these community benefits engages citizens and neighborhood leaders to address

long-standing issues involving parks, sewer backups, green building practices, urban landscaping, and

other social issues.

Philadelphia’s Leadership Position

Philadelphia leads the nation with its Green City Clean Waters green infrastructure plan for remedying

CSOs. As a former U.S. EPA Assistant Administrator for Water put it, Philadelphia is “unbelievably

ahead of the pack in its holistic approach to urban wet weather issues, using land-based practices as a way

to deal with them.” He characterizes Philadelphia’s Green City Clean Waters plan as not only a “least

cost compliance approach” to CSOs, but also as “nothing less than a transformation of the urban

landscape” that will “produce other benefits related to quality of life, heat island mitigation, carbon

sequestration, etc.” Similar sentiments were echoed by all of the interviewees with knowledge of

Philadelphia’s CSO plan. Only Portland, Oregon, was mentioned as potentially being as advanced as is

Philadelphia in embracing green infrastructure approaches to stormwater management.

Among the factors cited as favorable to Philadelphia’s leadership position are the structure and leadership

of the Philadelphia Water Department (“PWD”). PWD is unusual among urban water departments in

combining management of drinking water, wastewater and stormwater in one agency. “They have

everything under one roof where you face urban wet weather issues, including the land-water interface,”

according to a former U.S. EPA official. PWD’s Howard Neukrug was frequently lauded by former
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federal and state officials, as well as by federal and state environmental group leaders. A foundation

leader familiar with the national green infrastructure movement characterized Neukrug as a “huge

exception” to the “gray infrastructure bias typical of water utility officials.” Philadelphia’s challenge,

according to this foundation leader, is to make sure its plan “is as smart and strategic as possible, to

monitor its effectiveness, to assure community support for the plan and that it reflects cultural values.”

Similarly, the current elected leadership of Philadelphia strongly backs the green infrastructure plan,

viewing it as essential to its sustainability vision. This vision, as embodied in the “Next Great City”

initiative and in the Greenworks Philadelphia strategy, aspires to transform Philadelphia into one of the

most sustainable cities in the U.S. It is embraced by a variety of stakeholders, including traditional

environmental groups who, with support from the William Penn Foundation, collaborate in leading the

multi-sector effort to implement the plan. Many of the same groups are working together on a

complementary state policy initiative, the “Pennsylvania Works! Campaign.”

Challenges in Implementing Philadelphia’s Plan

A detailed assessment of all of the issues associated with successful implementation of Philadelphia’s

Green City Clean Waters plan is beyond the scope of this analysis. However, as described below, there

are a number of challenges that need to be addressed through a comprehensive strategy implemented by a

diverse group of actors coordinating their actions across the local, state, regional and national levels of

governments. Philadelphia’s challenges in implementing its Green City Clean Waters plan include

securing regulatory approvals and adequate funding, as well as enlisting other authorities, including state

and federal agencies, to coordinate effective watershed management “upstream” of the City and outside

of its jurisdiction.

Nationally, the U.S. faces a water infrastructure funding crisis, exacerbated by the likely impacts of

climate change. National policies for assisting water infrastructure financing through the Clean Water Act

State Revolving Fund and “stimulus” funding are in flux, creating uncertainties about long-term funding,

but also opportunities for introducing flexibility in what has long been a system biased in favor of gray
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infrastructure. Green infrastructure advocates like American Rivers and Natural Resources Defense

Council are taking advantage of this policy window by advocating federal “set asides” for green

infrastructure approaches, working with states to revise the criteria for eligible projects, and assisting

communities in preparing “ready-to-go lists” of eligible green infrastructure projects.

Pennsylvania is generally characterized as similar to many states where the inertia of “doing more of what

we know,” i.e., preferentially funding gray infrastructure, is strong. Early efforts by American Rivers and

other groups to work with PENNVEST have produced an interest in green infrastructure, which is

beginning to be reflected in the national Council of Infrastructure Financing Authorities.iv However,

Pennsylvania DEP is viewed as not providing enough encouragement of local governments to deploy

green infrastructure stormwater solutions, with inadequacies in the proposed MS4 permit and unfinished

model ordinance cited as examples.

Given that much of the available financing is in the form of loans, through bonding or from the federal

Revolving Fund, it is essential that Philadelphia implement fee structures adequate for repayment.
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Successful implementation of the new parcel-based commercial stormwater fee structure in July 2010 is
important, but in the long term a prosperous City with a growing utility fee base is essential – as are

incentives for effective stormwater management on residential properties. Such incentives might include a

credit system to encourage private landowners to implement conservation practices, incubating technical

expertise, developing third-party credit intermediaries (ESCO-like approaches) and implementing a

model neighborhood concept.

In addition to financing challenges, Philadelphia requires approval by Pennsylvania DEP – and, in effect,

U.S. EPA – of its plan. Current federal policies favor gray infrastructure approaches with “fast track”

approval that presumes that compliance with water quality standards will result from standardized

engineering approaches (capturing 85% of the inflow and eliminating overflow points). Green

infrastructure approaches like Philadelphia’s require a more burdensome demonstration of eventual

compliance with water quality standards for initial approval and also require flexibility in compliance

schedules to allow for learning-by-doing and adaptive management. Notwithstanding its professed

support for green infrastructure, U.S. EPA is apprehensive about the precedent that might be set by

Philadelphia’s plan and is looking for what plan proponents view as unreasonable and unreasonably

expensive guarantees of success. While generally supportive of Philadelphia’s approach, national

environmental groups are also uneasy about the City’s long-term commitment to implementation of the

plan.

Effective processes for ongoing verification and monitoring of Philadelphia’s plan need to be in place so

regulators and environmental advocates will support it. Conventional gray infrastructure relies on familiar

engineering approaches and yields a familiar set of “actionable numbers” to determine compliance.

Alternative approaches like that proposed by Philadelphia will require a network of water quality

monitoring throughout the region, which need to be operated consistently over a long time with certain

and sustainable funding. Fortunately, advances in GIS and monitoring technologies allow greater

confidence in predicting and verifying the water quality improvements likely to be realized; however,

these technologies are still in their infancy and will need to be deployed in an adaptive management

context.

Beyond Philadelphia’s borders, it is critical that other jurisdictions cooperate in cross-jurisdictional

watershed planning and implement comparable stormwater pollution controls. This coordination is

necessary not only to restore fully downstream conditions in the City, but also to generate regional

funding for regional projects and to avoid competitive pressures that could undermine Philadelphia’s

efforts. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has a critical role to play in this regard, but there is

skepticism among environmental and City leaders as to its willingness to act assertively, especially in
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light of perceived failures to implement the State Water Resources Plan. Pennsylvania DEP will have to

do more than just acquiesce in Philadelphia’s CSO control plan. It must become an active partner with the

City in revising and enforcing state policies to encourage other jurisdictions affecting Philadelphia’s

waters to collaborate and to adopt complementary policies. Environmental groups have an important role

to play in “bridging” the discontinuities between state and local action where several jurisdictions share a

watershed.

Building an effective and enduring constituency for Philadelphia’s plan will be central to its success in
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meeting these, and other, challenges. As a former state environmental official put it, there is a “need to
make the people connections” and build local grassroots support for nonstructural stormwater projects. A

former EPA official characterized political support for innovative green infrastructure approaches as a

“lagging indicator” and emphasized the need to build “political demand” for Philadelphia’s green

infrastructure approach that infuses all of City government, not just the water utility.

In preparation for the last mayoral election, Philadelphia’s CSO initiative was successfully positioned as

part of a “Next Great City” action agenda. This effort engaged environmental leaders with other

Philadelphia stakeholders in undertaking public opinion research to understand how this issue was

perceived by residents and to connect it with a broader vision that included enhanced riverfront access

and other urban environmental initiatives. As one environmental leader said, it reflected the recognition

that “just because it’s a city, doesn’t mean it doesn’t have an environment.” Effective communications

about the diverse benefits, especially economic benefits, of clean water and green infrastructure

approaches is criticalv.

Page 6

Building an Effective Regional Constituency and Regional Institutions
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to Protect the Delaware River Basin

The special and nationally-significant ecological attributes of the Delaware River basin are appreciated by

a knowledgeable few [individuals interviewed by ConservationStrategy], but there does not appear to be a

significant regional identity associated with the River to underpin an effective constituency for national,

regional, state and local policies to protect it. The experience in other regions suggests that such an

identity can be cultivated among targeted constituencies in a way that mobilizes support for specific,

desired policy outcomes. Moreover, despite this lack of identity, the watershed has a planning and

governance infrastructure – with the Delaware River Basin Commission, Delaware Water Gap National

Recreational Area, portions designated as a National Wild & Scenic River, and the Delaware Bay

National Estuary Program – that offer a regional-scale, cross-jurisdictional decisional framework within

which to address key issues.

*************************************************************************************

Lack of Regional Identity in the Delaware River Basin

Virtually all of the interviewees with knowledge of the Delaware River basin expressed appreciation for

its natural and ecological attributes, while bemoaning the lack of public awareness and lack of an

effective multi-jurisdictional constituency focused on its protection. For example, the River was

characterized as a key “landscape feature of the East Coast and as iconic as the Chesapeake Bay, without

being as badly degraded;” as an “extraordinary resource” being the only Eastern river of significant size

that is undammed; with the main stem’s free-flowing characteristics making the basin particularly

significant for restoration of historic fisheries through dam removal on its tributaries.

Yet, in the same breath, virtually all of the interviewees highlighted the lack of a sense of regional identity

associated with the Delaware River. As a former EPA official who grew up in Philadelphia said “It was

like a ditch you crossed on your way to the shore; it was a geographic feature like Broad Street, not a

natural resource or an amenity.” Another former federal official expressed similar views observing that,

historically, the River has been viewed as an industrial river, not as a recreational opportunity, with water-

based recreation in the region associated with the Jersey Shore or Delaware’s beaches. In the lower River

and Bay, sparse population and the demise of resource-based economies such as caviar and oyster

production were factors cited as resulting in little “connection” with the Bay. Given, until recently, the

lack of development pressures on the Bay and the economic privations of the few Bay-oriented

communities, there has been little sense of threat to mobilize public concern.

Many of the interviewees contrasted Delaware River and Delaware Bay to Chesapeake Bay and the Great

Lakes, where there is perceived to be a high level of regional identity, public support, and political

salience for protection and restoration initiatives. According to a former EPA official, the Delaware River

basin is different from the Great Lakes and Chesapeake Bay in that the Delaware suffers from “a lack of

political commitment,” especially by the region’s governors and congressional delegation.

The results of three recent meetings convened by the Northeast-Midwest Institute and National Fish and

Wildlife Foundation support these anecdotal observations.vi According to a summary of these meetings,

the biggest commonality is a “disjointed” sense of identity, with many activities underway, but not in a

coordinated way. “Everything being done is commendable,” said one observer, “but nothing is

coordinated.”

Efforts to acquaint citizens of the region with the River, such as water trails and educational programs,

were generally lauded but skepticism was voiced as to whether such broad-brush approaches would
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generate informed constituencies to engage in the public policy process. Concerns were also expressed

that such generalized approaches to education and public outreach could “hoodwink” people into thinking

effective policy actions were underway, delaying accountability. To build an effective regional

constituency, citizens must be recruited to engage in local policy issues relating to the River and, then,

this engagement must be built on to educate local activists about broader issues and mobilize them to

participate in state, regional and national policy issues.

The Role of the Delaware River Basin Commission

Besides the Delaware River basin’s ecological attributes, it was identified by several as having a unique,

and potentially important, planning and governance structure in the Delaware River Basin Commission

(“DRBC”). Observations about the DRBC by knowledgeable leaders were consistent to the point of near

unanimity. The Commission is universally recognized for its scientific credentials, watershed perspective

and for the potential of its legal authority. For example, the DRBC was characterized as “good thinkers

with a river-based perspective;” “impactful in a real and continuing way in calling the shots on water

quantity issues;” “ahead of the game in understanding the land-water interface;” and with a “latent

capacity to be effective in policy way – doing well at its job as conceived, but not an agent of change.”

The general view among advocates that the DRBC was not as effective in practice as its legal authorities

would allow is reflected in the lack of regular involvement by most Pennsylvania and New Jersey

environmental groups – with the notable exception of the Delaware Riverkeeper Network – in the

Commission’s activities. A perhaps minor, but revealing indicator is that none of the interviewees, when

asked about the Commission, mentioned without prompting the 2004 Water Resources Plan for the

Delaware River Basin or the 2008 State of the Basin Report. Responding to an inquiry about the

significance of these reports, a knowledgeable government official characterized them as “an astounding

piece of work” and a “call to arms” to move water resources management into the 21st Century.” But, he

observed, they have made little, if any, practical difference, which he ascribed to the lack of an effective

grassroots constituency for DRBC.

Concern was expressed that support for the DRBC among the region’s governors has waned in recent

years, perhaps as a consequence of viewing DRBC as an impediment to development. Environmental

leaders and a former state official independently characterized the DRBC as “shrinking back into the

main stem” in its focus, and this perspective was validated by Commission staff. The manner in which

“exceptional waters” designations of tributaries is applied at their confluence with the main stem was

noted as of special significance in the context of the role DRBC might play in reviewing Marcellus shale

natural gas development. Recommendations concerning Marcellus shale development are discussed in

greater detail below.

Building a Constituency for the Delaware River Basin

Current discussions about potential federal legislation to create a Delaware River program and the

emergence of a new national “America’s Great Waters Coalition” offer a unique convergence of events

and an important opportunity to position the Delaware River as equal in importance to ecosystems such as

the Chesapeake Bay, the Everglades, Mississippi River, Great Lakes, Long Island Sound and Puget

Sound. With support from William Penn Foundation, the Northeast-Midwest Institute and National Fish

and Wildlife Foundation have completed the research and initial feasibility assessment for federal

legislation establishing a national Delaware River program. Based on a series of “listening sessions” held

last summer in the region, these groups identified a set of priority issues, including protection of riparian

areas, protection of forested areas that are critical to water quality, potential impacts of Marcellus shale

natural gas production and toxic pollution in the River’s lower reaches and in Delaware Bay. vii
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As a result of these sessions, Northeast-Midwest Institute and National Fish and Wildlife Foundation have

concluded there exists a distinct opportunity to rally the region around federal legislation creating a new

“umbrella federal program” for a collaborative landscape-level approach to Delaware River basin

protection. Working with the congressional co-chairs of the Delaware Task Forceviii and with federal

agency officials, Northeast-Midwest Institute has produced draft legislation. It would give the U.S. Fish

& Wildlife Service primary responsibility for a new federal Delaware River program of “landscape-level

cooperative conservation” modeled after the Service’s successful “waterfowl joint ventures.”

Now that draft legislation has been prepared, outreach to critical stakeholder groups is about to begin. But

there is no strategic plan for identifying and mobilizing the regional constituency that will be required. As

noted above, virtually all of the knowledgeable interviewees identified the lack of a regional identity and

constituency for the Delaware River as a major impediment to effective watershed-level action. The draft

federal legislation could effectively be used to identify and recruit such a constituency. In fact, in its

absence the legislation’s prospects are doubtful and, even if enacted, effective implementation is less

likely.

Simultaneously, there is an opportunity to coordinate this federal effort with regional coalitions of groups

from across the U.S. that have come together to coordinate federal advocacy on large-scale, watershed-

level ecosystem protection and restoration projects. The new “America’s Great Waters Coalition” is

focused on coordinating efforts to secure federal funding for the “great waters” identified so far, but it

plans to develop an information-sharing network and to coordinate communications nationally about the

importance of these waters.

The development of a campaign strategy for an integrated Delaware River program should include a

focus on the potential role of the Delaware River Basin Commission and ways in which to develop a more

effective constituency that monitors its work, participates in its decision-making processes, encourages it

to become more of a change agent, and works to assure the member states and federal agencies take

DRBC seriously and provide adequate support. The “Common Waters” partnership supported in the past

by William Penn Foundation was cited as an effective example of a way to build such a “bottoms-up

constituency” for DRBC that would allow it to more effectively use its “top-down regulatory authority.”

This constituency will be especially important in light of the challenges faced by DRBC in addressing

flood management issues and water issues related to Marcellus shale development.

DRBC officials and environmental leaders familiar with DRBC emphasized that the floods in recent years

have generated pressure for additional flow management measures. These measures could involve

“hardening” and “squeezing” the river with levees, reservoirs and other engineered retention strategies.

Or they could focus on “green infrastructure” approaches such as protecting and restoring flood plains

and wetlands and moving people out of flood prone areas. Currently, there is a lack of a coordinated

constituency and communications effort to urge adoption of green infrastructure measures.

The development of Marcellus shale natural gas in the Delaware River basin presents significant water

quantity and quality threats. There are already significant pressures on Pennsylvania and New York to

revise environmental policies to promote this development. And there are pressures on environmental
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regulators not to act aggressively to address water quantity and quality impacts. Current and formerregulators highlighted these pressures and the need for countervailing effective and organized vigilance

and engagement by citizen groups.

Environmental threats constitute opportunities for constituency recruitment, organizing and mobilizing.

Organizing and communications efforts on Marcellus shale development are needed to “bring it down

river” in terms of the potential impacts on Philadelphia’s drinking water supply. Given the potential
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impacts on New York City’s drinking water, a campaign organized around New York and Philadelphia as

“anchor cities” was suggested by a statewide environmental leader.

However, a focus on federal regulatory exemptions and statewide policies should not occur at the expense

of a Delaware River-focused organizing effort. For example, the DRBC has significant regulatory

authority with respect to designated “special protection” or “high value” waters. The way in which DRBC

asserts this and other authorities with respect to Marcellus shale development could well be critical to its

pace and environmental consequences

*************************************************************************************

Protecting the Delaware River basin from Marcellus shale development.

Development of Marcellus shale natural gas will likely have significant consequences for the water

resources of the Delaware River basin (as well as for other regions in Pennsylvania). There are powerful

political and economic pressures for this development, which may well result in inadequate analyses of

potential environmental impacts and ineffective regulation. Government officials and environmental

leaders alike expressed grave concern about the rush to develop Marcellus shale gas and highlighted the

immediate need to equip advocacy groups to participate effectively in all relevant policy processes….

All of the interviewees, including current and former government officials and environmental leaders,

emphasized the importance of Marcellus shale development to Pennsylvania’s natural environment. One

long-term environmental leader characterized it as a “game changer” issue with which the environmental

community will need to stay engaged “for decades.” Another leader characterized the current interest in

Marcellus shale development as “the tip of the iceberg” and highlighted the need for “comprehensive

environmental regulatory policies” and adequately resourced regulatory agencies, neither of which

currently exists. The challenge is to get these policies and agency resources in place in time.

The potential impacts of this development on the Delaware River basin complicate the regulatory issues,

with an uncertain role for the Delaware River Basin Commission. The Commission is currently

negotiating with Pennsylvania and New York over DRBC’s role in reviewing water withdrawals and

regulating the potential water quality impacts of disposal of drilling fluids and of stormwater runoff from

drilling sites. The Commission has issued a public notice of its intention to evaluate some of the

cumulative water quality impacts of Marcellus shale development and is considering how to incorporate

disposal of associated wastewater into its existing process for reviewing increases in wastewater treatment

service areas.
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Environmental leaders expressed concern about the degree to which industry promoters are well-funded,

organized and are mounting an effective – albeit one-sided – communications campaign.ix For example, a

pro-industry coalition with a full-time president based in Harrisburg has been formed that includes service

industries and existing trade associations. An experienced former environmental official expressed

concern about the “intense pressure” being exerted on the Pennsylvania DEP and the Delaware River and

Susquehanna River basin commissions by industry proponents through their legislative allies. Unless

there is a strategy “to empower people” to counteract these pressures, this official fears that

“Pennsylvania’s water resources will be sacrificed in the salutary interest of producing natural gas.”

While there are many environmental and social issues associated with Marcellus shale development, the

water-related issues are central.x The way in which these issues are addressed will likely determine the

extent and pace of Marcellus shale development. Pennsylvania environmental leaders see an opportunity

to build an effective coalition around the water issues and the Pennsylvania Campaign for Clean Water

recently formed a Marcellus shale work group. It has quickly become one of the Campaign’s most active

Page 10

committees and it includes groups with diverse interests ranging from the quality of upstate trout streams,

ecotourism and potential impacts on drinking water in Philadelphia and New York City. However,

environmental leaders identified an immediate need to develop a comprehensive organizing strategy and

communications campaign, with funding for a full-time coordinator of the new work group.
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Page 11

ENDNO TES

iA technical, financial or legal review of Philadelphia’s long-term CSO control plan is beyond the scope of

this report. The characterizations of Philadelphia’s plan and the regulatory, financing and technical issues it

raises represent the consensus view of the interviewees and opinions expressed in the professional

literature.

ii“Green infrastructure” has been defined by U.S. EPA as an "interconnected network of natural areas and

other open spaces that conserves natural ecosystem values and functions, sustains clean air and water, and

provides a wide array of benefits to people and wildlife."

http://www.epa.gov/greenkit/green_infrastructure.htm.

iiiThe interviewee cited an October 2009 study by the University of Rochester to this effect; see

http://www.rochester.edu/news/show.php?id=3450 (“While the salubrious effects of nature are well documented,

from increasing happiness and physical health to lowering stress, this study shows that the benefits extend to a

person's values and actions. Exposure to natural as opposed to man-made environments leads people to value

community and close relationships and to be more generous with money….”).

ivhttp://www.cifanet.org/index.html.

vA recent report commissioned by PWD lays the foundation for effective communication on this point.

Stratus Consulting, A Triple Bottom Line Assessment of Traditional and Green Infrastructure Options for
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Controlling CSO Events in Philadelphia’s Watersheds (August 24, 2009).

viNational Fish and Wildlife Foundation and Northeast-Midwest Institute, Summary and Synthesis of

Delaware River Watershed Meetings; Opportunity for Action: Working Together to Restore the Delaware

River Watershed; Stakeholder Meetings August and September, 2008.

viiNational Fish and Wildlife Foundation and Northeast-Midwest Institute, Summary and Synthesis of Delaware

River Watershed Meetings; Opportunity for Action: Working Together to Restore the Delaware River Watershed;

Stakeholder Meetings August and September, 2008 .

viii http://www.nemw.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=32&Itemid=17.

ix A former U.S. EPA official cited Pulitzer Prize winner Daniel Yergen’s November 2, 2009, Wall Street

Journal essay, “America’s Natural Gas Revolution,” as illustrating the push to develop Marcellus shale gas

without adequately addressing the associated environmental issues. See,

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703399204574507440795971268.html.

xhttp://www.pacleanwatercampaign.org/pdfs/LettertoSec'yHangerRevised.pdf (Pennsylvania Coalition for Clean

Water letter to DEP Secretary Hanger on Marcellus shale water-related issues).
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